Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) learned from high throughput genomic data are often hard to visualize due to the large number of nodes and edges involved, rendering them difficult to appreciate. This becomes an important issue when modular structures are inherent in the inferred networks, such as in the recently proposed contextspecific GRNs. 12 In this study, we investigate the application of graph clustering techniques to discern modularity in such highly complex graphs, focusing on context-specific GRNs. Identified modules are then associated with a subset of samples and the key pathways enriched in the module. Specifically, we study the use of Markov clustering and spectral clustering on cancer datasets to yield evidence on the possible association amongst different tumor types. Two sets of gene expression profiling data were analyzed to reveal context-specificity as well as modularity in genomic regulations.
Introduction
A cell maintains a specific state (such as 'healthy') by tightly regulating a set of molecules. When exposed to environmental changes, the cell adjusts its regulatory mechanisms and transitions to a state (such as 'tumor') significantly different from the original state. Since the manner in which the system reacts to inputs is altered, we term this as a change in cellular context. 8 Kim et al. 12 have proposed an algorithm which uses a probabilistic framework to learn contexts from gene expression data. More recently, Sen et al. 19 have applied this method to identify context-specific gene regulatory networks (GRNs). Unlike conventional GRNs, edges in context-specific GRNs represent the interaction conditioned on a subset of samples, i.e. their biological context, thus lending adaptability to the model of biological regulation.
However, GRNs learned by the algorithm are often made of a few thousand nodes (genes) and tens of thousands of interactions rendering manual curation of the edges and sub-network to identify its modular structure and context-specificity quite difficult if not impossible. Hence, the need for the automatic extraction and curation of relevant context clusters from these networks is critical.
Graph clustering is defined as the task of grouping the vertices of a graph in such a way that there are many edges within a cluster and relatively few edges between the clusters. 18 The most significant difference between conventional clustering and graph clustering is in the notion of the relationship between the elements being clustered. When similarity is expressed through whether elements "share a property" or not (such as a regulatory relationship where genes are co-regulated), rather than the distance between the elements, graph clustering is appropriate for the problem. Moreover, as the problem of clustering GRNs is also directly related to the connectivity between nodes, we believe that graph clustering is better suited for solving this problem.
Our work looks into the applicability of two graph clustering algorithms, namely Markov clustering and spectral clustering in identifying the modular structure of context-specific GRNs. Markov clustering was chosen due to its scalability and ability to automatically determine the number of clusters. Spectral clustering was chosen due to its ability to find an optimal minimum cut while creating well-balanced clusters. In addition, previous applications in the bioinformatics field have yielded promising results, 7, 10, 17, 23 leading us to believe it would be well-suited for this problem.
Our paper is organized as follows. We begin with an overview of the existing applications of graph clustering to bioinformatics. Following this, we provide a mathematical formulation of our problem and then describe the graph clustering methods and enrichment analysis techniques that we apply. Subsequently we demonstrate how our methods could be applied to yield insights on the underlying mechanisms of cancer. Finally, we conclude with the future direction of our work.
Relevant Work
Clustering is defined as the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters).
11 The clustering task usually involves pattern representation, definition of pattern proximity, clustering or grouping, data abstraction and assessment.
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Both Markov clustering and spectral clustering have been previously applied to bioinformatics. Lattimore et al. 17 have applied MCL to the analysis of microarray data using a graph constructed from the correlation of gene expression measurement to which MCL is applied. The algorithm has been applied to a breast cancer dataset and shown to identify underlying biological mechanisms. In a similar study, 7 Freeman et al. have used MCL in the clustering and visualization of transcription networks from microarray data. This work focuses on applying MCL to transcription networks derived from mouse gene expression data, again using the Pearson's correlation coefficient.
Spectral clustering has been used in the analysis of gene expression data. Clustering has been performed in terms of genes, samples and both dimensions. While Tritchler et al. 23 apply Eigen analysis (spectral methods) to cluster genes from gene expression data, Higham et al. 10 apply spectral methods to cluster gene expression data based on samples. Kluger et al. 13 have shown that the eigenvectors in matrices of gene expression data formed a distinct "checkerboard" pattern that can be exploited to simultaneously cluster genes and conditions in cancer datasets. In all cases, while our method shares similar objectives, our work differs in the sense that we apply spectral clustering to the extracted context-specific gene regulatory networks as a graph clustering approach.
The primary contributions of our work include developing methods for clustering the recently proposed context-specific gene regulatory networks. Context-specific gene regulatory networks provide a means to specify genomic regulations conditioned by a subset of samples. Secondly, our work focuses on comparisons between Markov clustering and two variants of Spectral clustering, suited for both symmetric and asymmetric graphs. Comparisons are performed in two dimensions-using performance measures such as coverage and performance which measure the goodness of the obtained clusters and using enrichment analysis which allows for the biological interpretation of the results. Finally, both algorithms are applied to two cancer gene expression datasets yielding insights on possible associations between tumor-types and several useful clinical implications.
Problem Definition
A cellular context is defined as a set of genes, one or more of which function as drivers and the rest as driven genes, exhibiting consistent transcriptional behavior across a set of samples, drawn from a cellular process governed by tightly regulated mechanism(s) involving the set of genes. Mathematically, a context can be represented as
where G i represents a set of driver genes, Y i represents the possible states of the genes (an example would be {−1, 0, +1} for a ternary quantized dataset), S i represents a set of driven genes and M i represents the set of samples under which consistent expression is observed.
Each context defines regulatory relationships between the driver genes and the driven genes, i.e. G i → g ∈ S i , specific to M i with G i (drivers) conditioned on a specific state Y i = y i . A driver g j in context C j could be driven by g i in another context C i . When such relationships are added to the implicit driver-driven relationships g i → g j , we obtain an interesting graphical structure representing the relationships between contexts. We call this graph, a context-specific GRN as each regulatory relationship g i → g ∈ S i is specific to a subset of samples M i .
In graph theoretic terms, a context-specific GRN is a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices representing genes and E is a set of edges representing context-specific driver-driven relationships.
A partition of the graph into two non-empty sets S and V \ S is called a cut and denoted by (S, V \ S). Usually a cut is uniquely defined by a set S, and hence any sub-set of V can be called a cut. The cut-size is the number of edges that connects vertices in S to those in V \ S.
Given a context-specific GRN G = (V, E) as defined above, our goal is to determine the clusters of the network; where a cluster C may be defined as an induced subgraph of the graph, such that C = (V c , E c ), where V c ∈ V, E c ∈ E; (i) for every edge (u, v) ∈ E c , u ∈ V c and v ∈ V c and (ii) the cut size of the cluster C is minimal. 
Methods
Contexts are learned from gene expression data through the cellular context mining algorithm.
12 Given a gene g k and a cellular context c j defined by a subset of samples M j , the algorithm uses probabilistic measures to identify a set of genes with consistent expression levels within the context. The resulting contexts dictate implicit driver-driven relationships. When these relationships are captured in the form of a graph, we obtain a context-specific GRN. 19 In our study, we used a variant of this context-specific GRN, where each node was the driver of a context. The set of genes regulated by driver S j was used in the enrichment analysis.
Markov Clustering
Markov clustering derives its inspiration from the notion of random walks in graphs. If a random walk visits a node in a cluster, it would be likely to visit several other members of the cluster before leaving the cluster.
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The Markov clustering algorithm simulates flow using two (alternating) algebraic operations on matrices. Expansion (identical to matrix multiplication) represents the homogenization of flow across different regions of the graph. Inflation, mathematically equivalent to a Hadamard power followed by diagonal scaling, represents the contraction of flow, making it thicker in regions of higher current and thinner in regions of lower current. Intuitively, expansion corresponds to augmenting the neighbors of a given vertex, and inflation corresponds to promoting those neighbors which have a higher transition probability from a given vertex. The MCL process causes flow to spread out within natural clusters and disappear in between different clusters.
The iteration is continued until a recurrent state or fixpoint is reached. The exact steps are explained in Algorithm 4.1. The connected components of the graph induced by the non-zero entries of M provide the required clustering. Proof of concept, mathematical properties and analyses on the complexity and scalability of the algorithm can be found in van Dongen's work. 25 Our implementation of Markov clustering used the publicly available tool BioLayout Express. 
Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering uses the Eigen decomposition of matrix representations of a graph to determine the optimal partitioning of the graph. Although, there has been extensive research in the spectral clustering field, we used the algorithms developed by Shi and Malik 20 and Meila and Pentney 15 because they incorporate information from the edges (in our case, computationally predicted biological interactions) in determining the optimal clustering of a graph.
Algorithm 4.1 Markov Clustering
end for end for end while
Symmetric Cuts:
In graph theory, a cut is defined as
where A and B are the clusters resulting from the cut between vertices u and v. Finding the minimum cut for Equation 1 could result in singletons or clusters with very few nodes, leading to poorly distributed clusters. Thus, there exists a need to balance the clusters. Shi and Malik, have proposed a solution to this problem by normalizing the cuts that create clusters. 20 The cut cost is calculated as a fraction of the weights of the edges in the induced sub-graphs. As finding the exact solution to the normalized minimum cut problem is considered NP-complete, the authors have found that using the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian of an undirected graph (also known as the Fiedler vector) could efficiently provide an approximate discrete solution. 20 The algorithm, referred to as the normalized cut algorithm, recursively splits clusters thresholding the Fiedler vector of the induced sub-graphs until the desired number of clusters are reached.
Asymmetric Cuts:

Meila and Pentney
15 provide for the expansion of spectral clustering in multi-way cuts to directed graphs, as the normalized cut is applicable only to undirected graphs. In gene regulation directionality could provide useful information. The weighted cut algorithm, proposed by Meila and Pentney, mathematically transforms a directed graph (with a non-normalized Laplacian matrix, D-A), into a symmetric Hermitian matrix 15 and finds an approximate solution to minimizing a normalized cut. Using the k eigenvectors pertaining to the k smallest eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix, the weighted cut algorithm applies the k-means algorithm to cluster the graph. In addition, the algorithm allows for user input, balancing parameters T and T , to normalize the cuts produced by the algorithm. Thus the normalized minimum cut for directed graphs can be expressed as:
where
, K is the number of desired clusters and H(B) is the Hermitian matrix of B.
Enrichment Analysis
Subsequent to clustering the context-specific GRNs, it is interesting to study the pathways and phenotypic characteristics that the resulting clusters are enriched with. To this end, we employ the following mechanisms to evaluate the biological significance of the obtained clusters.
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis:
We investigate the enrichment of each context cluster using gene sets. The hypergeometric test is used to measure the significance of the enrichment and the p-values are corrected for False Discovery Rate (FDR) using Benjamini and Hochberg's method. 1 The Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) is used as a reference knowledge source. 22 MSigDB contains a collection of gene sets, including positional gene sets, curated pathways, conserved motifs, computationally predicted expression neighborhoods (defined on 380 cancerassociated genes) and Gene Ontology gene sets.
Tumor Type Enrichment Analysis:
Sample Association Score: As the context clusters derived from the clustering process consist of a set of cellular contexts, it is relevant to study the samples that occur in more than one context within each context cluster. Samples were scored based on their occurrence within each context, over all the contexts within the cluster. A sample s, given a context cluster CC with m contexts C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m , would have the scoring
where f i (s) = k i /N , when s ∈ C i and 1, otherwise. Motivated by the differences in the number of samples in each context, a sample belonging to a larger context would have a lesser contribution to the score than a sample belonging to a smaller context. Only samples that had a sample association score < 0.5 were considered. Following this, the context clusters were analyzed for enrichment of specific tumor types using the Hypergeometric test. FDR correction was applied using Benjamini and Hochberg's correction method. 
Results
We applied our methods to two gene expression datasets -the Target Now dataset and the REMBRANDT study. In the following section, we discuss the study that was conducted, the results obtained including biological significance and performance comparisons of the three algorithms.
Target Now Data
Our input graph constituted a variant of the context-specific GRN produced by Sen et al. 19 from the Target Now (TN) dataset; a study aimed at determining if patients with refractory cancer, who did not benefit from the standard types of treatment, could derive benefit from therapy with a drug not normally used for their particular form of cancer.
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The dataset consists of 17,085 unique probes (Agilent-011521 Human 1A Microarray G4110A) from 146 patients with different types of refractory cancer. We used the graphs corresponding to the relationships derived from statistically significant contexts (using a p-value < 0.001). The graph consisted of 391 contexts and was organized into six strongly connected components.
Markov Clustering
As Markov clustering has a propensity towards undirected graphs, we used the undirected version of the context-specific GRN obtained from the filtered contexts. Clustering was performed on the graph using an inflation value of 2.0. The inflation parameter is used to control the granularity of the clusters obtained, and was set to 2.0 as it provided the desired granularity. Clusters with less than 3 nodes were not considered. The clusters obtained are shown in Figure 1(a) . As seen in the illustration, the algorithm identified thirteen distinct clusters, dividing the six strongly connected components into smaller clusters. Further, we also note that within most clusters, the expression levels of all genes belonging to the cluster are similar.
Nine out of thirteen clusters were found to be enriched with several tumor types. Further discussion of the biological significance of these results can be found in Section 5.1.3. The performance of the algorithm, along with a discussion of the relevant MSigDB terms identified within the clusters is outlined in section 5.4. Figure 1(b) shows the clustering results obtained when the weighted cut algorithm was applied to the directed version of the context-specific GRN. The desired number of clusters was set to 13, based on the number of clusters obtained from the MCL study, to allow for comparisons between the two algorithms. The out-degree was chosen to normalize the cut as interaction is known to be a key aspect of biological networks. Further we were interested in studying if the incorporation of direction in normalizing the cut, would provide better results compared with clustering on undirected graphs.
Spectral Clustering
As seen in Figure 1(b) , eight out of thirteen clusters were found to be significantly enriched with the different tumor types. The biological significance of these results is elaborated upon in Section 5.1.3.
The normalized cut algorithm (symmetric spectral clustering) was found to produce results similar to the MCL cluster assignments. Comparing the results from the symmetric clustering algorithms with asymmetric spectral clustering, we note that the clusters produced by the asymmetric variant are more balanced.
It is interesting to note that the tumor type associations derived from these cluster assignments (Figures  1(a) and (b) ) corroborate the evidence obtained by Sen et al. 19 We augment the authors' findings with a further refinement of the clusters and possible associations amongst them.
Biological Validation
Following graph clustering, the obtained results were analyzed for tumor type and gene set enrichment using the methods described in Section 4.3. Significant terms were considered based on an adjusted p-value cut-off of 0.05 following which the terms were filtered based on a minimum enrichment ratio criterion of 0.1. Terms were then grouped on the basis of the source of the annotation. Pathways, Gene Ontology associations and transcription factors found to be relevant to the study, along with the context clusters in which they were enriched are shown in Table 1 . Context clusters enriched with tumor types but not significantly associated with MSigDB terms are not listed in the table. A complete version of the results is available on our website along with our supplementary materials.
Markov Clustering: Of the thirteen context clusters produced by MCL, CC2 and CC7 were found to be enriched with pancreatic and kidney tumors respectively (using the adjusted p-value). We also found that Symmetric Spectral clustering produced similar results. Upon closer examination of the contexts forming a part of the two clustering results, we observe that more than 90 % of the cluster assignments were identical. As seen in Table 1 , CC2 (MCL) was found to be enriched with the transcription factor binding site for the AP2 family of proteins, known to play a role in the repression of pancreatic cell proliferation.
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Asymmetric Spectral Clustering: Tumor type enrichment analysis of the cluster assignments produced by Asymmetric Spectral Clustering yielded twelve out of the thirteen clusters enriched with different tumor types. CC6 consists of members of the HLA family; HLA-DM, whose expression when combined with that of HLA-DR, is considered to influence breast tumor progression and patient outcome. 16 Enriched subsets of the genes were also found to participate in the BRG1-induced tumor arrest in breast cancer cells.
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Of the remaining clusters, CC 2, 7, 11, 12, 13 were all found to be enriched with pancreatic tumor. In addition, CC11 was also enriched with salivary gland tumor, and ACSAL. It is of note that pancreatic cancer and salivary gland tumor are both tumors from secretory organs which secrete certain common enzymes (eg. Amylose). As seen in Table 1 , several pathways known to play a role in tumor progression were enriched in these clusters. The pyrimidine metabolism pathway activity seen in CC2 could indicate a subset of pancreatic cancers which would be responsive to the agent Gemcitabine, which has been shown to improve survival for patients with pancreatic cancer (about 5 -14 percent patients respond).
All clusters enriched with any tumor type, contained several gene sets enriched with cancer modules and cancer gene neighborhoods as defined by Brentani et al. 3 Of particular interest is the finding of a great deal of activation of metabolic genes (indicated in Table 1 by an asterisk), which is consistent with the linking of tumor cell metabolism as a target in pancreatic cancer. 21 The clinical implications of the results are further elaborated in Section 5.3
REMBRANDT Data
In order to test the scalability of the algorithms, and applicability to other studies, we applied the graph clustering algorithms to the REMBRANDT dataset. REpository for Molecular BRAin Neoplasia DaTa (REM-BRANDT) 14 is a knowledge base consisting of clinical and functional genomics data from clinical trials involving patients suffering from gliomas. Gene expression data was collected from 417 different glioma tissue samples, and analyzed using the Affymetrix HG U133 Plus 2 microarray chip.
The raw expression values were quantized on the basis of two fold changes, and then filtered to remove transcripts with no change across all samples. Following this, the cellular context mining algorithm was applied in order to extract meaningful contexts. Statistically significant contexts (p-value < 0.0005) were then used in the construction of the graph. The resulting graph consisted of 1,901 nodes and 33,820 edges.
MCL was used with the same parameters and resulted in 32 clusters of varying sizes. Spectral clustering using the normalized-cut algorithm was applied to the undirected graph and the weighted-cut algorithm was applied to the directed graph. In both cases, the number of desired clusters was set to 32. Clusters having fewer than three nodes were not considered. Subsequently, gene and sample enrichment analysis was performed on the resulting clusters.
Tumor type enrichment and gene set enrichment analysis were conducted using the methods described in Section 4.3. Significant terms were considered based on a corrected p-value cut-off of 0.05 following which the terms were filtered based on a minimum enrichment ratio criterion of 0.1. Table 2 shows the tumor type enrichments of the clusters obtained using MCL (on the undirected graph) and the Spectral Weighted Cut algorithm (on the directed graph). The table lists out the context clusters that were significantly enriched with each tumor type. It is to be noted that the numbering of context clusters does not match across different methods. As seen in the table we note that out of the 32 context clusters that the two algorithms produced, eleven (in the case of MCL) and ten (in the case of Spectral Asymmetric) have been enriched with tumor type associations. Interestingly, the tumor type Astrocytoma was significantly associated with Oligodendroglioma in at least two clusters.
An analysis of the MSigDB terms enriched in the clusters showed several MSigDB terms including Cell Signaling Pathways, Cell Cycle, Cell Adhesion, Apoptosis, Regulation of DNA Replication, the E2F transcription factor pathway and the ERK Pathway. These terms are linked to cell growth and proliferation characterizing tumor behavior. The context clusters were also found to be enriched with several cancer modules.
3 Detailed results are provided on our website along with other supplementary information.
Clinical Implications of the Results
The data generated by these two graph clustering methods should be of interest to clinical investigators because they have potential clinical implications. To begin with pancreatic cancer, it is comforting to see that the pyrimidine pathway appears in the results of both methods of clustering. This appearance corresponds with the pathway being a target in the disease and indeed the pathway is the target for the only drug oncologists have with some clinical activity against pancreatic cancer (it very modestly improves survival).
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Again for pancreatic cancer the clustering data implies several metabolic pathways such as glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, fatty acid synthase. Since we have been so bereft of targets to go after in pancreatic cancer the present data gives us some confidence that targeting metabolic pathways in pancreatic cancer (with drugs such as phenformin) could be a very productive way to attack the disease. 27 From the Target Now clustering analyses, other possible leads for the clinic include methods to selectively go after tumor metabolism for salivary and gallbladder cancers as well.
From the clustering analysis of the REMBRANDT data, the clinical implications appear to be more limited. Concentrating on glioblastoma multiform (GBM), the worst type of brain cancer where advances are greatly needed, a possible target that appears worthy of pursuit is polo-like kinase -3. This is an important finding given the fact that polo-like kinase inhibitors are only now being brought into the clinic. Because of the findings in the current study, we can now include patients with GBM in the phase I study with the new PLK inhibitor NMS-1286937H.
Performance Comparison
In order to evaluate the clustering results obtained and compare the algorithms, we used the performance metrics -coverage and performance, as described by Brandes et al.
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Coverage: The coverage of a clustering C is the fraction of intra-cluster edges (m(C)) within the complete set of edges (m), i.e
We choose this metric as it measures the wellness of a cut in a graph by taking the edges within the cluster(s) of a graph as a fraction of all the edges. Thus, the smaller a cut, the better the coverage it would have. Both a graph with no clusters at all and a graph with several disconnected components would have a coverage of 1 due to the absence of inter-cluster edges. Sparsity of the graph would not influence the coverage as long as the intra-connectivity is much higher than the inter-connectivity. Thus we anticipate that sub-graphs created by a minimum cut would have optimal coverage.
Performance: The performance of a clustering C counts the number of "correctly interpreted" pairs of nodes in a graph. More precisely, it is the fraction of intra-cluster edges together with non-adjacent pairs of nodes in different clusters, within the set of all pairs of nodes, i.e.
We choose this measure as a means to assess the connectivity within the clusters of the graph. The fewer non-edges (pairs of nodes within the same cluster but lacking an edge between them) there are within a graph, the higher its performance would be. Further, a graph containing several singleton nodes, as well as a fully connected graph with a single giant cluster, would both have a performance of 1, as the number of non-edges would be zero in both cases. The goal is to maximize connectivity within a cluster for better performance and by maximizing intra-connectivity (approaching the number of possible edges of a graph), one can minimize the inter-connectivity. Performance will not do well in sparsely connected large graphs and clusters even though there may be substantially fewer edges between clusters.
Equations 4 and 5 are specific to undirected graphs. In the case of directed graphs, the maximum number of edges possible is twice as many as the edges possible in undirected graphs and the equations are correspondingly modified.
In our first study, we compare three spectral clustering variants -symmetric spectral clustering with two variants of asymmetric spectral clustering, using different balancing parameters (the average cut and the out-degree cut). The average of performance and coverage is used as a measure of the wellness of the clusters, and is plotted against the number of clusters produced, shown in Figure 2 . Spectral clustering performed well both on undirected graphs and directed graphs. We note that the asymmetric algorithms peaked at a higher number of clusters than the symmetric algorithm. This implies that the normalized cut algorithm left intact large, well connected clusters until a certain threshold was reached. We also note that using the average cut exhibits less fluctuation in performance across different cluster sizes than using the out-degree of the nodes, explained by the fact that the average cut uses the number of nodes as the balancing parameter. However, if in fact a GRN follows a scale-free topology then the average cut may not prove to be the most useful in identifying biologically significant clusters because it does not take into account the interactions within a cluster.
In our second study, we compare spectral clustering (symmetric and asymmetric) with Markov clustering. As seen in Table 3 , in terms of coverage, spectral clustering performed well over both directed and undirected graphs. In terms of performance, we find that the asymmetric case shows a lower performance value than the other two. We also note that both MCL and symmetric spectral clustering performed well on the much larger REMBRANDT dataset, exhibiting good scalability. Comparing these results with the enrichment analyses (Tables 1 and 2 , we conclude that well-balanced clusters need not necessarily correspond with biological meaningful clusters. Further we also observe that incorporating directionality did not correspond with a significant impact on the clustering, in terms of both biological significance and performance metrics.
Conclusion
The main contributions of our paper have been in a novel application of graph clustering, namely to identify clusters in context-specific GRNs. We have used Markov clustering and spectral clustering to identify context clusters in a two gene expression studies. The methods were compared to assess their ability to produce disjoint balanced clusters and scale to large graphs. Functional annotation of the genes and sample association studies show graph clustering to be promising in this area. Future work includes studying the cluster enrichments obtained at increasing levels of cluster granularity, as well as the incorporation of prior biological knowledge into the clustering framework.
